
The wonderfully steam bent back bow arches gracefully to create the classic 
high back, making the armchair a timeless piece, perfect for your living room or 
conservatory.  The Evergreen armchair echoes centuries of tradition combined with 
the latest upholstery levels of comfort. The seat cushion made from supportive foam 
and the back cushion constructed of a range of foams provides an upright, supportive 
sit. Extra support is added by the upturned arm rests which extend from either side of 
the back arch, supported by turned lists.  Foam upholstered arm coverings make this 
chair a cosy sit. The high back on this lounge chair provides added support and the 
webbing on the base of the chair adds spring and comfort.  Classic Windsor wedge 
joints both provide great strength and a beautiful feature on the arms, whilst ercol 
comb joints provide great strength to the seat frame.  This Evergreen arm chair is 
available in a choice of finishes and a selection of fabrics from the ercol collection, 
enabling you to choose the look to match your style and dcor.  We will make 
your chair in your choice from the wide selection of ercol fabrics from the ercol 
collection.  Evergreen features a buttoned back cushion and so we do not recommend 
the use of striped fabrics with this chair.  Couple this chair with the Evergreen 
footstool for total relaxation.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

7913 EVERGREEN EASY CHAIR

CONSTRUCTION
Solid Ash

FINISHES AVAILABLE
Black, Clear Matt, Darkened, Dark Wood, Golden Dawn, 
Light, Whitened, Straw, White

FABRIC COLLECTION
ercol collection

DESIGNED BY
Inspired by Lucian Ercolani and developed by the ercol 
Design Studio

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
UK

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
Width: 77cm
Depth: 89cm
Height: 108cm

UNPACKED WEIGHT
13.5kg

ASSEMBLY
Fully Assembled

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
94cm (H) x 79cm (W) x 111cm (L). 18.5kg

SEAT HEIGHT
48cm

SEAT DEPTH
45cm

SEAT WIDTH ARM TO ARM
54cm

ARM HEIGHT
65cm

FILLING COMPOSITION
Seat Interior: Foam
Back Interior: Foam
Scatter Interior: 


